Don’t let your house
go to the dogs.
An estimated 57 million U.S. households have
one or more dogs. And nearly every pet
owner faces the problem of their dog
tracking in dirt and mud, especially after a
hard rain. Worse still, their best friend can
bring in several types of bacteria and fungi
into the home along with the muck.

Customize to your décor!

No dirt. No germs.
The “bad germs” can make you and your
family sick simply by coming into contact
with the dog, or the objects your dog has
touched – carpets, furniture, beds, you name
it. As these invisible germs build up, they can
also cause bad odors throughout your home.

Hardwood
Light
Bubbles

Paws come clean.
Homes stay clean.
We invented the Paw Boss to help pet
owners thoroughly clean dirty paws quickly
and conveniently, while ensuring germ
removal. Only the Paw Boss gives you the

Paw Print

The patented
paw washing
device
that soaps,
and soaks
every paw
with clean
water.

Visit pawboss.com to order a custom cover design that
coordinates with your home’s interior.
And for ultimate germ removal, order our special
anti-microbial pet soap.

peace of mind that you're keeping the dirt
and germs in their place--and out of yours.
Made in the USA

SKI Innovations LLC
Email: info@pawboss.com
www.pawboss.com
1-800-632-1744
Patent 8,122,852

The Muck Stops Here! ™
Proven to eliminate
99% of bacteria and fungi

Why is Paw Boss
better?
Simple
•
•
•

No moving parts
Tilt to fill, tilt to empty
So simple, even kids can use it

Portable
•
•

Place anywhere in your home
Take in car to dog park, or on trips

Convenient
•
•

Built-in clean & dirty water reservoirs
Multiple paw washings between refills

Healthy
•
•
•

Clean, fresh soapy water for each and every paw
Soft cleansing fingers in wash cavity clean
between paw pads
Proven results: 99.5% bacterial/fungi
removal using anti-microbial soap

Durable
•
•

Built to last with rigid plastic & bonded for
strong, reliable seal
Made in the USA

Patented device proven effective.
Paw Boss is a patented device
designed to provide a healthier,
more convenient solution for
cleaning dirt and germs from a
dog’s paw. We’ve engineered
simplicity and durability into the
design to keep the cost down.
What’s unique about Paw Boss is that it can be filled with
clean soapy water and stored by the door for multiple uses
without refilling. Plus, our built-in water transfer system
delivers fresh, clean water to each and every paw for superior
cleaning. No spills. Less refills. And way more hygienic.
In fact, lab tests conducted by a third-party prove its
effectiveness. Used in combination with our anti-microbial
soap, Paw Boss easily removes dirt, 99.5% of the bacteria, and
99.9% of the fungi from a pet’s paw. The other patented
devices out there today cannot match our effectiveness. They
don’t provide the ability to use fresh, clean water for every
paw without multiple trips back and forth to the sink.
Leave the Paw Boss by the door or take it in your car and be
confident that when you’re cleaning those dirty paws the
muck stops here!
Fill and Empty Drains–
easy filling and draining

3.5" Diameter Paw Wash Cup–
soft cleaning fingers for enhanced
paw cleaning

Leaves other methods in the dirt.
Today, pet owners are using a variety of methods to
clean their pet’s paws. While these attempts may be
quick and well-intentioned, they’re not very effective
ways to maintain a clean, safe, germ-free home.
Bowl of water by the door
Aside from being inconvenient and messy, pet owners
are reusing dirty water to clean each successive paw.
Would you wash your hands in filthy water? No way.
Wet wipes
Over time, wet wipes are a relatively costly method for
pet owners and the environment as they stuff landfills.
And wet wipes don’t adequately clean between muddy
paw pads.
Paw mitts or towels
Even those fancy paw mitts have proven to be very
inefficient at wiping a paw clean. Imagine cleaning your
dirty hands by just wiping them in a towel without
using soapy water. Yuck!
Earlier paw washing devices
Pet owners must empty and refill the container
between each use. And similar to water bowls, there’s
no system that allows for each and every paw to be
washed with clean, fresh water without multiple trips
to the sink.

Storage Tanks for Multiple Cleanings–
provides clean and dirty water reservoirs
ensuring fresh, clean water for
every paw

Built-In-Handles–
provide easy
“tilt to fill” and
“tilt to empty”
operations
Aesthetically Pleasing–
can be stored by your front or
back door for “on-demand” use

Accommodates
most size dogs

